. val Xv Xv· (3) If we keep in mind that the core orbitals become negligible in the outer valence region and if Cv is less than unity, then it is apparent from equation (1) that the amplitude of the pseudoorbital in the tail region must be smaller than that of the corresponding HF orbital. If rc is the radius at which the most diffuse core orbital becomes negligibly small, then, for r larger than rc' the pseudo-orbital is given by If we substitute (4) into equation (2) we see that uEP becomes
where WHF and wHFl are the sums of the coulomb and exchange patencore va tials arising from the HF core and valence orbitals respedtively.
However, for large values of r, WHF must have the form core wHF core (6) where Nc is the number of core electrons. Thus, any explanation for the excessive long-range negative tails in the fluorine and HF PS chlorine EP's must be in terms of Wval and Wval" (Hay et al. (7) is unlikely.
From equations (2) and (3) it is clear that the negative tail in the EP is a necessary part of its long-range behavior if the EP is to accurately reproduce the Hartree-Fock atomic orbital energies. However, for orbitals other than those from which it was derived, the potential is only an approximation and may lead to erroneous results. One would expect this to be particularly true in molecular calculations where the tail of the potential extends into the bonding region and into the space of other atoms.
The above discussion suggests that there are fundamental problems associated with the use of Phillips-Kleinman type pseudo-orbitals for generating effective potentials for molecular calculations. These problems are due to the deviation of the tail behavior of the EP~ relative to the "point charge"
potential one would expect from the HF core orbitals. From equation (4) and (7) it is clear that at least part of this deviation is due to the mismatch of the pseudo and HF orbitals in the valence region and can in general be eliminated only 
III. Improved pseudo-orbitals and potentials
In this section we will describe a procedure for generating pseudo-orbitals which retain exactly the behavior Df the HF valence orbitals in the valence region, but are smooth and nodeless, with xv(r)/r 1 going to zero at the origin. We will also discuss the long-range behavior of the resulting effective potentials.
We generate the radial factor for our pseudo-orbitals in two sections. The outer one, which spans the region from some matching point, r ·t h' to infinity is just the numerical rna c HF valence orbital in that region. In the inner region (from zero to r t h) we define our pse~do-orbital by a five term rna c polynomial expansion in r with a leading power of !+2. The expansion coefficients are chosen so as to match the amplitud'e 9 and first three derivatives of the twQ sections at r -· and match also to make the total pseudo-orbital normalized. rmatch is chosen to be' the innermost point at which the matching results in a nodeless radial pseudo-orbital with no more·than two . infle~ions in its entire range. This procedure gives our pseudo-orbitals a unique definition which limits the deviation from the exact·HF orbital to as srnall·a region around the origin as poSsible.
It is clear from this d~finition of the pseudo~orbiial that for r values greater than rmatch' the Cv and rc in equations (4) and (7) must bereplaced by unity and rmatch respectively. Therefore for r greater than rmatch' the difference. between the sph~rical parts of the pseudo-and.HF coulombic potentials willbe zero.
The calculation of the corresponding quantities for the exchange and aspherical coulomb potentials is not nearly so simple. ·However for the cases we have examined, these terms are very small for values of r that are much greater than rmatch.
IV. Calculations and Results
We have used the pseudo-orbital selection procedure · described in the last section along with the EP generating programs of Kahn et a.1. 12 to compute revised EP's for fluorine and chlorine. We use~ these potentials, expanded in terms of gaussian functions, along with gaussian ba.sis sets to compute potential curves for F 2 , CR-2 and LiC.t and compare our results with other EP cal~ulations. 12 , 13 We assess the r~liability of our potentials by comparison with AE calculations. 13 In Table I we list our calculated equilibrium bond lengths and dissociation energies for F 2 , Ct 2 and LiCi along with allelectron (AE) and EP results from references 12 and 13. For The difference between our calculations and the previous EP calculations becomes most apparent at small internuclear separations. In Tables II through IV 
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